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Exchange Bank and Georgia Military College Pioneer New Program for 
Employees to Further their Education  

 
 
(Milledgeville, GA – November 24, 2021) Exchange Bank and Georgia Military College have 
partnered to further the education of Exchange Bank employees. Starting January 12th, “GMC 
Exchange Bank Cohort” students will begin their first classes as they pursue both a college degree 
and a promotable career path.   
 
Over the summer, Kate Pope, GMC director of marketing and sales, approached Exchange Bank with 
the idea to help employees further their education. Pope said, "Our goal is to make the process of 
obtaining an education easy. We want to eliminate the hurdles that often seem overwhelming to 
people, such as applying for financial aid, selecting classes, or submitting transcripts." 
 
On Tuesday, November 16, 2021, Georgia Military College leadership and staff set up shop at 
Exchange Bank for an "Admissions Day." Six Exchange Bank employees, Paula Simpson, Kristy 
Price, Annie Folendore, Melissa Prosser, and Casey McLachlan, were assisted personally by the 
GMC team. Exchange Bank Human Resources Manager Jessica Peeler, graduated from Georgia 
Military College with her associate’s degree and will also return to her alma mater to pursue a 
bachelor’s degree through the GMC Global Online College. 
 
Exchange President and CEO John Childs said, "Exchange Bank and Georgia Military College have 
the same goals. We both work to enrich our community. We achieve this goal through financial 
services, and GMC does this through education. We are excited about this opportunity to offer our 
employees." 
 
Colonel (Ret.) and Executive Director Nelson Kraft shared, "It is a privilege to be the pioneers of this 
new program and partner with Exchange Bank. I have always been drawn to this community and 
hope this program grows into something many organizations can offer to their employees.” 
 
For information about employee tuition assistant and establishing an educational cohort for your 
organization, please contact admissionsinfo@gmc.edu.  
 

About Exchange Bank 
Exchange Bank, chartered May 20, 1903, has exercised a position of financial leadership throughout the 
years. We have experienced strong growth that has allowed Exchange Bank to be a vital part of the 
community for over 118 years. 
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